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ABSTRACT

Although Madison Metropolitan School ~istrict published an
.environmental education curriculum guide in 1990, little follow-up has been
done within the schools to monitor its use. As a result, environmental
education is taught in a hit or miss fashion in most schools throughout the
district, including Frank Allis Elementary School. This project was designed
to facilitate the infusion of environmental education into the curricula in
grades two through five at Allis.
Allis is a large school and the teachers work as teams of four to six at
each grade level. Approximately one half hour per month of each team
meeting was devoted to the infusion of environmental education during the
1994-95 school year. Each team chose units for infusion, gathered materials to
be infused, and established a format for ease of use of the materials. Some of
these materials were then piloted by the teachers and shared briefly at the
meetings. The materials were organized according to unit and lesson, and
placed in the appropriate grade level binder in the team leader's room for easy
access.
The project resulted in four resource binders of lessons chosen for
infusion, one for each grade level involved in the research, and an expanded
teacher resource library of environmental education materials.
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INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Major Problem

The purpose of this project is to develop and begin implementation of a plan
for the infusion of environmental education into the intermediate level
science program at Frank Allis Elementary School.

The Subproblems

The first subproblem is to establish an acceptable method of meeting with the
teachers of four grade levels.
The second subproblem is to review the units taught at each grade level to
facilitate the infusion of environmental education into these units.
The third subproblem is to find resources from which to gather activities and
lessons which can be fit the curriculum at each grade level.
The fourth subproblem is to determine the format for the resource books
which would be most useful for and most easily available to all the teachers at
each of the grade levels.
The fifth subproblem is to pilot activities for ease of infusion by elementary
teachers.
The sixth subproblem is to publish and disseminate the activities in the
format determined by the teachers to be most useful.
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The Delimitations

This project will include only the intermediate level curricula.
This project will not evaluate the effectiveness of the newly infused curricula.
This project is designed only for to Frank Allis Elementary School.

Definition of Terms

Facilitator. The term facilitator within this paper refers to the researcher.
Infusion. For the purpose of this project, infusion will refer to the
incorporation of environmental topics into the construct of the existing
curricula.
Intermediate level. Intermediate level refers to the second, third, fourth and
fifth grade students and their teachers.

The Assumption

This project is based on the assumption that the intermediate level teachers
have established curricula for which they plan as teams.

RESEARCH RATIONALE

When teachers initiate and participate in curriculum changes which
affect them directly, there is a higher incidence of success for the teachers
themselves and for the curriculum changes. Thus this project will involve
the affected teachers in the desired curriculum changes from inception
through implementation.
The intermediate level teachers at Frank Allis Elementary School have
recently reviewed their science curriculum with me in my position as science
resource teacher. The purpose of this review was to determine areas in which
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the overall curriculum was lacking and areas in which it overlapped, and to
establish an overall guideline for each grade level to meet the benchmarks
and standards currently being established by our district in science.
Lack of environmental education infusion into the current science and
other curricula is a serious shortcoming. It puts environmental education
into the position of "something else I have to add". In reviewing and
adapting any curriculum, the inclusion of topics in environmental education
from the beginning makes infusion of environmental education into that
curriculum easier. It will give the teachers the opportunity to contribute
environmental education lessons to the curriculum and to pilot these lessons
as they make other modifications and adaptations in the current currictdum.
This helps to establish ownership of the curriculum, which is often sadly
lacking, especially at the elementary level.
This project will result in the publication of a resource guide of the
lessons developed by the teachers available for infusion into the science and
other curricula at each grade level. It will give each teacher easy access to
environmental activities and reduce the amount of planning time required
to infuse environmental education into their daily lessons.
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PRIOR RESEARCH
History of Infusion
The term environmental education was first used in 1966 (Schoenfeld,
1975). Since then the term has grown from an idea used in conservation
classes to an entire concept which is to be infused throughout our curricula.
In the beginning, environmental education was viewed as the domain of the
science teacher, but that idea was quickly viewed by experts as one of the
myths of EE (Hungerford, 1975). Over twenty years ago Agne and Nash (1974)
expressed their concern over the fact that EE needed to be infused into the
areas of curriculum beyond science. It was deemed too important to be left to
scientists and outdoor educators. According to Hart (1981), among the key
characteristics of environmental education is that it is interdisciplinary ,3.nd
multi-level. Of all the recommendations for environmental education long
being offered in current literature, perhaps the most recurring is the need for
interdisciplinary curricular structure Oinks, 1975).
Historically, then, the need for infusion of environmental education has
been recognized almost from the beginning. It is a unique approach to
curriculum which uses the structure of existing disciplines (Alexander, 1991)
and challenges the curriculum developer to incorporate the basic tenets of
environmental education into an instructional model which will enhance
the existing curriculum (Zoller, 1987).
Infusion of environmental education is not practiced as completely as
environmental educators would like nor as thoroughly as environmental
education curriculum guides recommend. The question arises as to when
and where to fit environmental education into the existing curricular areas.
The lessons must be systematically constructed and theoretically valid to
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achieve the goal of effective infusion (Ramsey, Hungerford, and Volk, 1992).
There are three main challenges to designing a curriculum which is
effectively infused throughout the disciplines if instruction. First, a program
must be designed which maintains the integrity of the discipline already
represented as well as the integrity of environmental constructs. Second, the
appropriate objectives, strategies, and content of the existing curriculum must
be identified for infusion of environmental education Oinks, 1975). Thir(i, EE
curriculum materials designed for infusion need to be more thoroughly
developed in areas beyond science. Indeed, if EE is committed to infusion, a
greater variety of curriculum materials clearly needs to be developed or
adapted for use in the nonscience areas (Simmons, 1989).
Inservice in Environmental Education

Most teachers teach what is comfortable for them within the guidelines
of the current curricula and develop new knowledge and practices hesitantly
and gradually (Wallace and Louden, 1992). There are often barriers to
overcome in incorporating new constructs into the existing framework of the
school structure. Ham and Sewing (1988) identified these barriers as they
pertain to environmental education. They include conceptual, or a limited
knowledge and awareness of the subject matter; logistical, or lack of time,
preparation, materials, and funding; educational, including a lack of
knowledge and science background; and attitudinal, an overall belief that
environmental education is not particularly important. Lane, Wilke,
Champeau, and Sivek (1994) found that the greatest of these barriers was a
lack of teacher training. lnservice is an effective way reduce these barriers
(Rakow,1985) and build confidence in teachers by providing more and varied
materials and giving teachers time and assistance to infuse them (Ham,
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Rellergert-Taylor, and Krumpe, 1988). Teachers themselves feel the need to
)

receive more inservice on environmental education if they are to infuse it
into the curriculum (Volk, Hungerford, and Tomera, 1984). They feel
environmental education is important if it can be infused and not added to
their already overloaded days, and they are willing to attend inservices which
are conducted on school time. (McCaw, 1979)
Conducting an effective inservice for teachers is a formidable task.
O'Brien {1992) gives the following guidelines:
1. Recognize and acknowledge teachers as fellow adult professionals

with individual needs and attempt to meet them where they are.
2. Reflect your enthusiasm and seek to sell the philosophy of active,
participatory, cooperative learning by way of example.
3. Address informational and personal concerns before providing
detailed management and consequence information.
4. Highlight both similarities and differences among the curricula.
5. Model effective teaching strategies and materials management
techniques.
6. Seek to build a sense of community and shared responsibility for
learning and teaching by encouraging questioning, risk taking,
experimentation, and collaborative problem solving.
7. Provide information on how to access free and low cost resources
and professional organizations.
8. Counter feelings of passive consumerism by encouraging teachers to
share ideas, activities, and resources in scheduled swap shops and/ or
informally during breaks and mealtimes.
9. Begin to build a local support network.
10. Include a workshop evaluation that addresses the evolution of
teacher concerns, issues of relevance, and effectiveness, and explores
ideas for teacher follow-up.
In addition to these guidelines, it is imperative to remember that
success is based on interested, knowledgeable, eager-to-learn, active teachers,
not environmental experts (Zoller, 1987) and that short workshops have been
proven to be as effective as a longer training period in encouraging teachers to
use new materials (Mayer and Fortner, 1987).
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Teacher involvement in the inservice planning and process is
important to the success of the project if substantive and lasting change is to
occur (Zoller, 1987; Rhoton, 1991; O'Brien, 1992) and any initiative emanating
from a teacher carries with it a powerful potential for professional growth
(Barth, 1990). Converting knowledge to action is enhanced if those involved
feel some ownership of the issue (Hungerford and Volk, 1990).
Teachers are aware of weaknesses in their own backgrounds and are
willing to learn and improve. As teachers improve, the results are directly
translated to students, because teacher growth is closely related to pupil
growth (Barth, 1990 ) .
Using hands-on learning experiences should be an integral part of the
inservice and will encourage use in the classroom and affect the attitudes of
teachers toward the new materials (Pederson, 1992; Schwaab, 1982; Zoller,
1987). Teaching each other to use the materials leads to more confidence in
using the materials in the classroom (Ham, Rellergert-Taylor and Krumpe,
1988; Tillis and LaHart, 1974) .
.. And Beyond
Much has been written on inservice in environmental education, but
little research exists on its actual implementation. According to· Samuel
(1993), teacher input is imperative to accomplish the goals of environmental
education. There is a need for guidelines for teachers, more curricular
supplements and easier access to materials to encourage implementation of
. environmental education. Simmons (1989) asserts that the lack of infusion of
environmental education is due in part to the types of instructional materials
available to teachers and the lack thereof.
Teaching one another and observing the practices of peers is an
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important element of evaluation and can enhance collegiality among
teachers (Barth, 1990; Rhoton, 1991). To evaluate environmental education
experiences, it is helpful to follow the format suggested by Bennett (1989). It
includes setting expectations and objectives: to fit environmental education,
planning an evaluation which includes interviews and shared perceptions,
determining the results of the experiences, and using the results for
improvement.
Professional development in environmental education does not begin
and end with the inservice. It must encourage teachers to engage in a practice,
reflect on that practice, articulate the practice, better understand the practice,
and work to improve the practice (Barth, 1990). It is an ongoing process which
needs to be supported beyond the initial inservice and into the classroom.
Although there was no half day or full day inservice in the execution
of this project, many of the principles of conducting an inservice were used
during the implemention of the project.
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THESETTING

During the 1989-90 school year, the Madison Metropolitan School
District established a committee of 25 teachers and administrators of
elementary and middle schools to research and write a curriculum· guide for
environmental education of grades K - 8. Because it was designed to fit the
needs of a large school district which does not have standard textbook
adoption, the guide does not contain an overall scope and sequence, but
establishes environmental concepts which should be covered at each grade
level.
The guide was published in the fall of 1990 and the district
environmental education coordinator inserviced the Allis staff on its use in
February of 1991. This inservice was in_ the form of an hour long
informational meeting at which the coordinator briefly explained the guide
and its use and gave a copy of it to each teacher present.
Frank Allis Elementary School is a large K - 6 school which, except for its
size, rates almost exactly average among Madison's schools. The population
is just over 600 students, of which 14% are minorities. Nearly 70% of the
students are bused to the building, most from a neighborhood about five
miles from the facility. The staff consists of thirty full time classroom
teachers, ten teachers of "specials", four teachers of LD and ED students, three
Chapter 1 teachers, a half time resource teacher for talented and gifted
students, one libraria~ a guidance counselor, a psychologist, a social worker,
and several educational assistants in addition to the office staff.
The classroom teachers (hereafter referred to as teachers) meet as a grade
level for one hour each week to plan as a team, a contractual requirement.
These meetings are scheduled at various times during the week to facilitate
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attendance by the principal and are set up so that all the students of that
particular grade level are in "specials" classes for that hour. The teachers
agreed to use one half hour of one meeting per month for the school year
1994-95 to work on the infusion of environmental education into their
existing curricula.
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Establishing Meeting Times
Although the administrator of Frank Allis was immediately supportive
of this project, there was no inservice time available for the coming year. In
solving the first subproblem, the facilitator and the administrator
determined that the project be implemented through a series of miniinservices conducted during each team's planning time. The key
communicator (contact person) at each grade level met with the facilitator at
the beginning of the 1994-95 school year to establish the regular monthly
meeting time for that grade level.
Timeline
The first regularly scheduled meeting was held in September of 1994.
The teachers and the facilitator approached the second subproblem by first
examining the curriculum guides for the State of Wisconsin and the Madison
Metropolitan School District to give direction to the teachers and the project.
The state guide included the following guidelines for the infusion process
(pp. 51-52).
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Select the environmental topic to be infused into an
existing subject area instructional unit.
Identify the subject area units which relate to, or
support the investigation of, the selected
environmental topic.
Develop one or more environmental objectives for the
subject matter unit.
Specify the environmental content to be added to the
unit.
Develop new instructional procedures as needed.
Identify new process skills which might be used or
developed in achieving the new environmental
objectives.
Identify new resources to be used in achieving the
environmental objectives.
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8.

Identify related activities and new topics for
investigation which may be suggested by teaching the
newly infused unit.

The state guide also suggested areas of emphasis for environmental
education objective categories (p. 9). In grades 2 and 3 the major emphases
should be on awareness and attitudes with a minor emphasis on knowledge,
skills, and participation. In grades 4 and 5 the major emphases should be on
knowledge and attitudes with a minor emphasis on awareness, skills and
participation. The guide also states that in emphasizing attitudes #younger
children probably will be involved more frequently in attitude formulation
experiences while older children will probably be involved more frequently
in attitudinal refinement experiences" (p.46).
As stated previously, the district guide does not contain a scope and
sequence for environmental education because the district is very large and
the curricula for each subject vary greatly from school to school. Instead, it
contains suggested concepts at various grade levels to guide the establishment
of environmental objectives for each school (pp.9-11).
Grade 2 Concepts
1. A suitable environment is necessary for the growth
and reproduction of living things
2. The environment determines the kinds of plants and
animals which make up a community.
3. Living things adapt, find a new habitat, or are
eliminated as the environment changes.
Grade 3 Concepts
1. Living things obtain nourishment from the
environment, eliminate waste to the environment and
reproduce.
2. Green plants are essential for life.
3. A living thing is the product of its heredity and
environment.
4. Living things are interdependent with one another
and their environments.
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Grades 4 and 5 Concepts
1. Living things are interdependent with one another
and their environment.
·2. Species and environmental factors interact to keep
plant and animal populations in balance.
3. There is a gradual and continuous replacement of
one kind of plant or animal community with another.
4. The existence of humans has been and will continue
to be a factor affecting the plant and animal ·
succession and environmental processes.
5. All natural resources are vulnerable to depletion
in quantity and quality and must be managed to ensure
their continued availability.
6. The protection of the environment depends on the
exercise of an ethic of accountability for human
impact on ecosystems.
In addition, the district guide suggested these sequential developmental
skills appropriate to environmental education (p. 5).
Grades2-3
1. Observing - Note changes in plants and animals and
become sensitive to their needs.
2. Recording - Begin to develop measurement skills.
3. Oassifying - Group plants and animals by significant
differences or similarities.
4. Communicating - Develop written and verbal skills
focusing on observations and recordings.
Grades4-5
Develop investigation skills - This involves a sequence
of the following four steps:
a. Formulate questions and hypotheses.
b. Collect and record data. Observe qualitatively and quantitatively.
1. Measurements
2. Note taking
3. Graphing and charting
c.
Interpret and communicate results.
d. Draw conclusions using inferences.
Armed with these guidelines, each group began to identify the
environmental education topics which could be infused into the current
curricula. They were asked to bring a list of possible topics which applied to
the units taught at their grade level to the next meeting.
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subproblem. With the facilitator, groups met to share what the individual
teachers had found. The information was then organized according to
environmental topic and the units for infusion were listed as follows with
each topic.
Grade2
Air pollution - weather
Energy source - solar system (sun)
Habitats, community, adaptation - animals, plants
Noise pollution - sound
Recycling, conservation of resources - plants, water, weather
Various species, need for all species - insects, animals, plants
Water pollution - water, the water cycle
Grade3
Adaptations - living and non-living things, life cycles
Community - living and non-living things, life cycles
Ecosystems - living and non-living things, life cycles
Habitat - living and non-living things, life cycles
Heredity and environment - life cycles
Interdependence - living and non-living things, life cycles
Land use - geology(soil, erosion), Madison unit
Recycling - Madison unit
Grade4
Adaptation - rain forest, fast plants
Ecosystems - camping trip, rain forest, bottle biology
Community and habitats - camping trip, rain forest, bottle biology
Composting - bottle biology .
Endangered species - rain forest, Wisconsin unit
Land use - westward movement, Wisconsin unit
Recycling - bottle biology
Water pollution - water cycle
Grades
Adaptation - oceanography, plants, human body systems
Conservation of resources - oceanography
Ecosystems - oceanography, plants
Human impact - oceanography, plants, pond unit
Interdependence - oceanography, plants, human body systems
Land use - explorers, states
Population balance - oceanography
Water pollution - oceanography, chemistry, pond unit
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The assignment for the next month was related to the third subproblem.
The teachers were asked to gather resources which could be infused into the
identified units, both from the published environmental education materials
supplied by the facilitator and from teacher's own materials. Each teacher
chose to work with one or two units with which they were comfortable so
that every unit was not necessarily covered at first. Everyone was encouraged
to contribute all findings, even if they were for the unit being investigated by
someone else, so that we could gather as much information as possible.
The November, 1994 meeting was spent sorting and compiling useful
information to share for infusion, both from the units and from other
sources which some teachers had used previously. As the materials
accumulated, they were placed in file folders by unit and grade level to
facilitate the assembly of a resource book at a later date. Some teachers were a
wealth of information and sharing. Much of the information, especially at
the second and third grade levels, was in the form of worksheets and
activities which could be pulled and used with little or no extra preparation.
Since preparation time is always a concern, these contributions were
welcomed by the participating teachers.
The fourth subproblem was also addressed in November. A format was
chosen which organized the information by unit, with the infusion topic as a
secondary reference, and the lessons were to be arranged sequentially as they
are taught in the units as much as possible to make it easier for the teachers to
use. It was also decided that we would not meet in December because it is a
very busy month for everyone. Teachers would continue to gather
information as they came across it and we would meet again in January.
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At the January, 1995 meeting we continued to gather and share
resources. As the resources accumulated, it became obvious that due to the
volume of information there would have to be a separate and different
resource book for each grade level to be most useful to the teachers. This
would also solve the differences in types of information chosen for the
resource books by the different grade levels. Each grade level would then
have a its own resource book, organized in the manner preferred by those
teachers, so that even if some of the topics overlapped, different activities
were used to reinforce them. The groups all agreed that the chosen format
would be even more useful to the teachers if the information was divided
into grade levels.
The possibility of including field trips and community resources was
raised at one of the meetings this month and, although many great ideas were
brain stormed, teachers decided to finish the resource books before tackling
another project.
An unexpected development at one of the January meetings was that
some of the teachers who have taught at more than one grade level in the
past brought resource books which they were willing to share with other
grades. Up to this point, Nature Scope was the only environmental
education resource in the library which was available to all the teachers. The
librarian graciously agreed to expand the space available for teacher resources
and moved its location to a more easily accessible spot for use by all teachers.
In February of 1995 the groups addressed the fifth subproblem. The
teachers selected some infusion lessons for trial runs. There was some
reluctance to add more to an already full day, especially at the upper grade
levels, but we began small, including a few facts and projects which fit in well
with what the teachers were already doing. Since the units varied by grade
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chosen for piloting tend to be clustered within one or two units at each grade
level.
The second grade was working on plants and the following lessons were
chosen for infusion:
Plant On It
Plants and Water
Seeds and Germination
Germination Gardens
From Seed to Plant
In the third grade, teachers were covering the units on Native
Americans and the seasons, and thus chose to pilot lessons in these areas.
Winter Nature Hunt
What Season Is It? Four Season Box
Winter - Freezing Water
The Foolish Daughter
Basic Baskets
Fourth grade teachers were most interested in piloting lessons which
related to writing because writing has become a district area of focus and is
evaluated at fourth grade. The following lessons were piloted in fourth
grade.
Environmental Issue Poster
It Takes Two
Publish a Newsletter
Write a Letter
Since teachers at the fifth grade level work independently of one
another, there was a wider variety of lessons chosen for piloting. One teacher
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was very interested in solar energy and wished to pilot a lesson on that topic.
As a result, awhole new section on alternative energy sources was added to
the fifth grade resource book. The following lessons were chosen to be
piloted.
Bird Adaptations
Solar Oven
Wood You Miss It?
It Will Grow On You

Mapping the Ocean Floor
Six Forest Regions
Homes For Bald Eagles
It was agreed that teachers would then be prepared to share their results
at the next meeting.
The March, 1995 meeting was used chiefly to discuss the progress made
by each teacher in infusing a lesson or two during the past month. To
evaluate these environmental education experiences, the facilitator found it
helpful to adopt a format similar to the one suggested by Bennett (1989). It
includes setting expectations and objectives to fit environmental education,
planning an evaluation which includes interviews and shared perceptions,
determining the results of the experiences, and using the results for
improvement. This evaluation was accomplished through verbally
answering questions prepared in advance by the facilitator (Appendix C) and
through brief discussions of the lessons at the meeting following the piloting
of materials. Specific evaluations of the individual lessons covered are found
in Appendix D.
Although a similar format was followed, it should be noted that the
reactions and results differed greatly from one grade level to another.
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Grade2
Most of the teachers from the second grade were excited to have
something different and hands-on" for the students to do because students
11

in second grade are very task oriented and love to do projects and
experiments. The teachers found activities to pilot which required a
minimum amount of preparation and related well to what they were
teaching at the time. In sharing the results of the lessons with their
colleagues, teachers stated that having the worksheets readily available
within the framework of unit topics made it easy to find a concept to infuse
which fit the current lesson.
Grade3
The third grade staff was a bit more reluctant to add new lessons to their
already full schedule/ but agreed to try one or two to see if it was indeed
feasible to infuse environmental education into what they already teach.
Again they chose lessons which involved a minimum of preparation and
would yield a maximum of results. After piloting a lesson of their choice,
most of the the teachers agreed that these lessons added an environmental
concepts which related to what they already taught and that the additional
preparation was minimal. They said they would be willing to continue
infusing environmental education into their lessons as long the resource
book and a resource person remained available.
Grade4
The fourth grade teachers were the most willing to begin looking beyond
science for lessons for infusion. The science curriculum at the fourth grade
level already contained a great deal of environmental education. The fourth
graders go camping every year, and in preparation for that trip the students
explore habitats, relationships, and communities. In teaching water and the
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water cycle, the teachers include a field trip to the water treatment plant, and
some activities on water pollution. In addition, some of the teachers teach a
rain forest unit in April to coincide with Earth Day. The music teacher,
although not included in the regular meetings, set up a fourth grade program
to coincide with Earth Day, and there were examples of art projects, mostly
endangered species, on display at the program.
At the fourth grade level, the teachers looked for specific opportunities
to include environmental education as a part of writing wherever possible,
since writing is sampled for district review at the fourth grade level. The
environmental issue posters piloted were used as a final product of short
research projects on endangered species and to publicize a bake sale. That
class raised over $130 at the bake sale to be used for a canopy walkway project
in a rain forest.
The other projects piloted were deemed to be good writing practice
giving the students a specific topic and a reason for writing. One of the
teachers used the piloted lesson as a supplementary activity because that was
the way it fit best into his plans, so not all students in that class participated in
piloting that lesson.
Grade 5
Although the fifth grade teachers met as a team once a week, they do not
function as a team, but each teaches independently of the others. This
nullified the project assumption at this grade level, but the teachers agreed to
participate in the project anyhow. One of the teachers has always been
interested in environmental education, and her class sold T-shirts for Earth
Day. This teacher willingly piloted two infusion lessons which fit into what
was already being taught in addition to a lesson on solar energy. Although
these were the only three lessons piloted at the fifth grade level, the positive
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feedback and enthusiasm from this teacher were very helpful to the other
fifth grade teachers who were very amenable at the meetings which they
attended, but didn't always have enough time to follow through.
Once the resource books began to take shape, the fifth grade teachers
became a bit more interested, and some professed a willingness to try to
infuse a few more lessons this coming year. However, rather than a resource
notebook of individual lessons for infusion similar to those of the other
grades, the fifth grade teachers chose to include all supplementary materials
on a given topic, even complete resource booklets, so they could have
everything available from which to pick and choose.
Not all teachers had followed through with the planned infusion
lessons, but most of those who did seemed to feel comfortable with what they
had done. Those who had infused lessons became a valuable support group
for those who needed encouragement and helped target infusion plans for
the units which were coming up so that everyone could try to infuse at least
one lesson by the May meeting.
Also in March, the teachers looked again at the objectives and concepts
in the state and district guides and decided upon a format for identifying the
lessons which would make clear which lessons fit which concepts and
objectives. Using a spreadsheet for ease of organization, the units were listed,
followed by state objective met in the lesson, district concept covered, the title
of the lesson and the page on which it could be found. If there were further
infusion possibilities in other subject areas, these were listed in the final
column.
Due to spring break, six full days out of school in the Madison district,
the teachers chose not to meet in April. However, several of them touched
base individually shortly after break to confirm that some were continuing to
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search for and use inclusion lessons in their units, and Earth Day events
which were planned at the fourth grade level were progressing well.
At this time, work began on the sixth subproblem, the assembly of the
chosen lessons into resource books. The facilitator began to compile and
assemble the lessons into the resource books which were set up to follow the
main units and themes in each grade level, the format chosen earlier by the
teachers.
The May, 1995 meeting was used to discuss how plans and lessons had
gone so far, and the ease or difficulty of infusing environmental education.
We also looked over the format for organizing the lessons and suggestions
were made to make it more user friendly. A page numbering system was set
up by unit so that future additions could be placed into the appropriate units
within the books without disrupting the entire numbering system. At this
point, many of the teachers expressed a willingness to continue adding more
environmental education to their units as long as the resource books were
available and as long as a resource person was on staff to facilitate ..
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RESULTS

Resource Books

The main outcome of this project is that Frank Allis Elementary School
now has four environmental education resource books, one each for grades
two through five, with lessons keyed to the units taught at each grade level.
These books are kept in the rooms of the key communicators of each grade
level to be easily accessible by all teachers at that grade. Because they were
involved in the compilation and piloting of lessons in these books, teachers
are aware of the contents and ease of use of the books.
A separate three ring binder was set up for each grade level' s resources
and kept in the room of the key communicator (contact person) of each grade
level for easy access during both team planning times and individual
planning.
The first section of each resource book includes information designed to
facilitate the infusion of environmental education. (Contents in Appendix E)
The objectives from the state guide and the concepts to be infused at each
grade level from the district guide are in each book. In addition to the listing
of topics and lessons with applicable objectives and concepts, there is general
reference information which can be used by all teachers.
Each book contains map of our ten acres of school grounds with all trees
labeled by common name. The boundaries of our two on site nature areas, a
one acre restored prairie and an oak op~ning, are also delineated on the map.
In addition, there are lists of the herbaceous shrubs found on the grounds,
some of which are labeled on the map, the blooming plants found in the oak
opening, and the prairie grasses and flowers.
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The final pages of the first section contain a bibliography of the resource
books available to the teachers in the library.
The remainder of each book is organized by units taught within that
grade level (Appendix E). Each section is numbered independently of the
others with a letter preceding the page number (eg. Plants, page one is P 1) to
facilitate the replacement of pages as they are 4sed and to allow for the
addition of new material to that unit without disrupting the page numbers of
other units.
To facilitate the development and use of the infusion lessons, the
teachers involved in the planning of a format agreed that using copies from
various books would be acceptable. To them, the most important part of
organizing the resource books was the fact that the book correspond with the
units as they currently exist and are taught at the various grade levels.
Background information was included on several topics, but in most cases
was limited to one or two pages because teachers felt they would probably not
take time to read more than that at a planning session, and that if they needed
more information, there were now resource books in the library for their use.
The format of the lesson sections of the books varied somewhat with the
grade levels.

Awareness of Environmental Education

The project increased teachers' awareness of environmental education by
simple virtue of the fact that they discussed and worked on infusion of the
subject a minimum of once monthly and they worked on increasing the
amount of environmental education taught in their classrooms.
Evidence of this increased awareness can also be documented by the
increased enrollment of teachers in classes related to environmental
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education. Five teachers from Allis have completed at least one of the 611
series of classes offered through the University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point.
In addition, some of the second grade teachers took a class on the care and
feeding of butterflies to facilitate their teaching of the insect unit next fall.
A result of the increasing awareness of the teachers is the suggestion at
one of the meetings that we discuss possible field trips related to
environmental education and how these fit into the curriculum. This is
evidence that teachers are aware that a resource guide is not the end of
infusing environmental education, but only the beginning. Teachers were
also interested in the map of and information on the grounds which were
included in the guides, and some expressed the possibility of using that
information, especially in teaching the unit on trees.

Resource Library

A serendipitous result of this project is the growth of the environmental
section of the teacher resource section in the professional library at Allis.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Beginning the Project

There is an old adage which says that if you don't know where you're
going, you're likely to end up some place else. That adage is particularly true
for a project like this, which involved four separate and very different groups
of teachers, each made up of four to six individuals. It is important to have
an overview of what you wish to accomplish, but possibly even more
important is to determine how you wish to do this. If the direction of the
project and its ultimate goal is not made clear from the beginning it would be
easy to become sidetracked, and the project could become bogged down in
details and differences.
To set the direction for the project, a flexible timeline is helpful. The
timeline should include not only what is to be accomplished within a specific
time frame, but what participants can do to prepare for the next session. This
tends to help alleviate the problem of trying to remember what happened at
the last session and what comes next.
Inservices

In light of the research on inservices and inservicing techniques, the
short frequent meetings were very effective in this situation. Since the
meetings took place during the school day at regularly scheduled planning
times, and covered a curriculum area in which they welcomed assistance in
planning, the teachers approached the task with relatively open minds. They
had time to process and reflect upon a small amount of information from
one meeting before going on to the next concept or task. This time to process
information is often lacking in inservices of longer duration. In addition, the
groups were small and teachers met with others with whom they work
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closely, so a comfort level among the individuals existed beyond that which
could be reached easily in a larger inservice group.
Another advantage to having regular, short meetings is that the teachers
received more frequent and regular feedback.
Giving a short assignment to prepare for the next meeting enhanced
awareness of environmental education. This awareness was regularly
reinforced because teachers knew when the next meeting meeting would
occur.
Resources

Teachers are seldom aware of the wealth of materials available which
apply to environmental education. One possible reason for this could be that
environmental education is to be infused, and therefore is not established as a
specific subject taught during the school day. When teachers look for
supplementary materials, they usually search for things which add to the
concepts already being taught. An awareness of the multitude of materials
available on environmental education can help to overcome one of the
barriers to infusing it regularly.
In order to facilitate a project of this type, resources should be made

available to the teachers. These resources can come from many sources:
personal libraries, public libraries, utility companies, city sewage districts,
National Wildlife Federation, Sierra Club, and the Department of Natural
Resources to name but a few. A facilitator should be certain the resources or
addresses for obtaining them are available from the onset of the project.
In addition, it is advisable to preview as many of the resources as possible. In

previewing the materials, look for concepts appropriate to the grade level(s)
for which they are being used, amount of preparation time required for the
lessons, and expense of the materials used in the lessons.
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Format

The initial section of the resource books proved to be an invaluable asset
to the teachers. Although many of them had been inserviced on the district
environmental education curriculum guide five years ago, several professed
to putting it on the shelf with the other guides and using it seldom if ever. In
addition, the staff has changed over the past five years and some of the new
teachers did not know that the guide existed. By including the pertinent
information in the resource guide, teachers had easy access to the concepts
which applied directly to them and could see how these lessons fit into the
the overall district plan for environmental education.
The map of the grounds with tree identification was also a valuable
inclusion in this section of the book. The map was made two or three years
age by a teacher enrolled in an environmental education class, but was
considered "just a part of his project" and not shared with the other teachers
until now. The map enhanced the teachers' awareness of their teaching
environment and gave them a working knowledge of their surroundings.
Putting the contents of each book on a grid was an easy way to reference
lessons and immediately see which concepts were covered in each lesson. In
retrospect, it might be even more helpful to include all four of the grids in
each resource book to allow teachers to see exactly which lessons are
specifically designated for another grade level, something which can easily be
done in the future.
The resource bibliography of environmental education books and
activities available in the library was also useful to the teachers. Since many
of the books listed in the guide were used in compiling the resource books,
teachers were somewhat familiar with some of them. Having the
bibliography in the resource books reminded teachers that other materials
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were were readily available to them. The resource bibliography could be
made even more useful if it were annotated, which is again something that
can still be done in the future.
Organizing the material into units used by the teachers helps to promote
use, because teachers don't have to look beyond the unit they're teaching to
find lessons to infuse. Numbering the pages according to unit leaves the
resource book more flexible for additions. Additions may not appear in
exactly the order the unit is taught, which is a drawback, but at least they can
be placed within the correct unit without disrupting the entire numbering
system of the resource book. This numbering system also makes it relatively
easy for teachers to replace pages they may have removed for use.
Ultimately, the books would be most useful if each lesson followed the
same format with the concepts and objectives stated on each page r~ther than
just in the content grid. This would hopefully lead to increased awareness by
teachers of how to best use each of the infusion lessons and how they apply to
what is currently being taught as well as an increased pride of ownership in
the resulting products.

Piloting the Activities
In general, the units from which the lessons were piloted were limited
because it was necessary to pilot lessons from units being taught at that time.
Extending the piloting to the end of the school year was not particularly
helpful because teachers begin to feel pressured to complete required lessons,
and adding another day to a unit added to this pressure. As a result, fewer
lessons were piloted in April and May at every grade level. It might have
helped to have begun piloting the lessons as we were gathering them from
the resources, especially if the lesson applied to a unit which was being taught
at that time.
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Because the meeting time was limited, feedback on the piloted lessons
was short. Although the feedback was useful, it would have been even more
helpful to have given the teachers a copy of the evaluation questions before
the lessons were piloted, so they could have written their responses in
advance. These written responses could then have been kept on file to assist
other teachers in choosing lessons to infuse in the future.

Assembling the Activities

Assembling the activities into resource books was a major task which
was accomplished almost solely by the facilitator. The job was made easier by
the advance organization of materials into unit folders and consultation with
teachers on the order in which the lessons were presented within each unit.
All lessons contributed, whether piloted or not, were included in the resource
books at this time.
Assembly of the second, third and fourth grade resource books was
accomplished following the plan of placing the materials within each unit in
sequential order. This was made possible because the teachers of those grade
levels chose worksheets and short pages of information to be included in the
books. However, assembling the fifth grade book was more of a challenge
because these teachers chose to include some entire supplementary units
containing more background information in addition to worksheets and
pages which could be quickly infused. These supplementary units were
placed in separate, labeled folders to be used with the information from the
resource books, but the objectives and concepts from these units were not
identified in the contents grid of the fifth grade book.
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Other Recommendations

Involving the teachers from the onset of the project was an important
part of the project. Because teachers chose the materials to be used and
determined where they fit into the units, they are aware of the contents of the
resource book for their grade level. It is important to remember that the
teachers are more likely to use the materials and to infuse environmental
education into their units if they have a degree of ownership in the creation
and organization of these materials.
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APPENDIX A

Timeline of Project

August, 1994
Facilitator only: Discuss project with administrator
Set up monthly meeting times with each of the 2 through 5 planning teams
through the key communicator at each grade level

September, 1994
Facilitator preparation: Make copies of DPI and district guides for review by
teachers
Explain overall project and its final goal to teachers
Review DPI and district curriculum guides
Assignment: Identify EE concepts which can be infused into existing curricula

If possible, identify the curricular topic to include concept

October, 1994
Facilitator preparation: Gather EE resources from personal and school
libraries and the district resource library
Record the concepts to be infused and the appropriate curricular units
Assignment: Begin to choose lessons which are grade level appropriate from
the resources to be infused into a unit of the teacher's choice. Bring
materials from other units if they seem appropriate since teachers
have different resources
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November, 1994
Facilitator preparation: Make available many file folders (used ones work
well)
Find examples of formats for resource books. Master's projects are a
good source for a start
Identify units to be infused and label file folders accordingly
Sort lessons by unit and place in file folders
Choose a format which teachers find helpful and easy to use for compiling
lessons
Arrange lessons sequentially if time allows
Assignment: Trade resource books and continue to choose lessons to be
infused

January, 1995
Facilitator preparation: Finish arranging lessons sequentially if possible
Have folders available at meetings
Continue adding lessons to folders in sequential order
Assignment: Trade resource books and continue to look for appropriate
lessons
Facilitator follow-up: Work with librarian to find a permanent location for
the accumulating resource books

February, 1995
Facilitator preparation: Learn which units are being taught in the coming
month at each grade level by conferencing briefly with a teacher or two
from each grade level
Examine folders for promising lessons for infusion
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Choose a lesson to pilot during the coming month
Add lessons to folders in sequential order.
Assignment: Pilot at least one lesson for infusion. Be prepared to discuss that
lesson briefly

March, 1995
Facilitator preparation: Draft questions to help assess infused lessons
following format of Bennett
Prepare sample format for guide to lessons
Discuss lessons piloted.
Match lessons with DPI objectives and district EE concepts
Assignment: Pilot at least one lesson for infusion. Be prepared to discuss that
lesson briefly
Facilitator follow-up: Touch base with teachers unable to pilot a lesson
previously and offer support and encouragement

April, 1995
Facilitator only: Organize lessons and materials from folders into resource
binders - divide by unit, punch pages, insert in sequential order
Make spreadsheet grids as guides to contents for each of the books

May, 1995
Facilitator preparation: Bring resource books to meeting
Have prepared assessment questions available
Discuss lessons piloted
Look over resource books and suggest improvements
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APPENDIX C

Discussion Questions for Evaluating Infused Lessons

Note: Not all questions were directly asked when discussing the
lessons piloted because teachers frequently included some of this information
as a part of sharing the results with their colleagues. However, all questions
were answered about each lesson during the sharing process.

1.

What was the student reaction to the infused lesson?
What part did they like best?
Was there a part they didn't understand?

2.

What was the teacher reaction to the infused lesson?
Were the instructions clear and easy to use?
Did you find it difficult to add the infused concept as a part of the
regular lesson?
Were the materials needed (if any) easy to find and inexpensive?
Did the lesson fit into the allotted time?

3.

Were there problems encountered in teaching the lesson?

4.

Is there anything you would change to make the lesson easier to use?

5.

Should this lesson be included in the resource book for this grade
level?
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APPENDIX D

Evaluation of Piloted Lessons
Grade2
Plant On It
Student Reaction: They liked the worksheet. $ome had trouble writing
in the small spaces provided.
Teacher Reaction: Worksheet was clear and easy to use. The
information fit into the unit well, and took about half an hour to
complete.
Problems: Small writing area fo second grade. Can use another piece
of paper to solve this.
Change: Nothing other than additional paper.
Include in Book: yes
Plants and Water
Student Reaction: Fun.
Teacher Reaction: Fun, messy if not carefully done. Easy to teach
High interest level. Celery was only extra material needed. Leave
experiment set up for a couple hours for best results.
Problems: None
Change: Nothing
Include in Book: Definitely
Seeds and Germination
Student Reaction: Excited. Students love "hands on" activities
Teacher Reaction: Good lesson for cooperative groups'. Took some time
to plan. Had to set aside a time each day for observation. Students
wanted to look at their seeds frequently. Cups not necessary - can use
film cannisters or something else to plant. Grass seed works well.
Problems: Finding space in the refrigerator for a week was not easy.
Change: Lesson is flexible. No need to change.
Include in Book: Yes
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Germination Gardens
Student Reaction: Liked the activity. Each student wanted to do one,
but space didn't allow that.
Teacher Reaction: Fun to do project. Instructions were clear. Materials
okay. Finding containers with clear lids was slight problem. Concepts
fit into lesson well. Week long project.
Problems: Finding Containers. Not enough window space for more.
Messy on the planting day.
Change: Wider variety of seeds to compare seedlings.
Include in Book: Yes, keep it in. It was fun.
From Seed to Plant
Student Reaction: Loved it. Watching the roots grow was a highlight.
Teacher Reaction: Fun and easy to teach. Concepts fit right in with
lesson. Materials readily available. Good time of year to get seeds.
Took a week of observations after the first root sprouted. Good journal
activity.
Problems: None
Change: Soak the bean seeds for faster germination. Light variations
good.
Include in Book: Yes

Grade3
Winter Nature Hunt
Student Reaction: Favorable. Liked going outside for class.
Teacher Reaction: Okay. Instructions clear, concepts built into lesson.
Took longer than anticipated, but students were still searching.
Problems: None that were real problems.
Change: Plan to do this activity following a recess. That way students
are already in their outdoor gear.
Include in Book: Yes
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What Season Is It? Four Season Box
Student Reaction: Liked it. Each student's box was different and they
had fun comparing the contents.
Teacher Reaction: Ambivalent. Instructions were easy to follow and
it was clear how the concepts fit into the lesson. Student were
sometimes too interested in project, distracted from other lessons.
Students supplied boxes, some brought more than one.
Problems: Getting boxes in by starting date. Finding summer things
from nature. It helped to have plants growing in the room.
Change: Nothing
Include in Book: Yes, but I would not teach it every year. It depends
on the group of students.
Winter - Freezing Water
Student Reaction: Interested. Some said they had done this
experiment before, but didn't complain about doing it again.
Teacher Reaction: Great activity. High interest. Involved some new
skills. Oear instructions, including how the concepts fit into
the experiment. Lesson took longer than anticipated.
Problems: None
Change: Start with ice water to freeze the water and chill the salt
water for faster results. Melt snow on hot air vent. Weigh snow
container before and after melting.
Include in Book: Yes

The Foolish Daughter
Student Reaction: Incredulous. Got to use calculators, still didn't
believe the results.
Teacher Reaction: Super math lesson. Easy, fast but covering a
difficult concept in an easy way. Not all students understood the concept
but at least they were introduced to it.
Problems: None
Change: Nothing
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Include in Book: Definitely. Even though not everyone grasped the
concept of geometric progression, it was a great introduction.

Basic Baskets
Student Reaction: Fun. Related better to some of the skills of
Native Americans.
Teacher Reaction: Okay. Instructions were very explicit, thankfully,
because I'm not an art teacher. Using natural materials was an
easy thing to infuse. The materials were generally free and easy to find.
The project took time, but students worked on their baskets on their
work times.
Problems: None
Change: Nothing. Recommend use as a supplementary lesson or
project.
Include in Book: Yes

Grade4
Environmental Issue Poster
Student Reaction: Enthusiastic. Posters were culmination of research
and used to expand the project to action. High interest.
Teacher Reaction: Good way to add another facet to a thematic unit.
Basically a student generated activity. Concept already a part of the
lesson. Students worked in pairs on their own time.
Problems: None
Change: Added alliteration as a part of the poster. No necessary,
but had interesting results.
Include in Book: Definitely

It Takes Two
Student Reaction: Mixed. Some had difficulty coming up with an
idea for improving their own environment. Writing step-by-step
plans was a challenge for some.
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pairs produced results from everyone. Concepts are a part of the
lesson. Time was reasonable.
Problems: None
Change: Brainstorm possible projects before giving assignment.
Include in Book: Yes
Publish a Newsletter
Student Reaction: Excited at first, some lost interest as project went on.
Teacher Reaction: Good activity. Becomes an ongoing project which
could last for an entire year, if desired. Instructions on parts of a
newspaper were helpful. Concepts were built in - environmental
theme of newspaper. Long term project.
Problems: Students lack keyboarding skills, which slowed down
some of the work. Student teacher helped with typing text. Limited
access to the computer also slowed things down sometimes.
Change: Teach some of the necessary skills in the computer lab
before beginning project - formatting pages, special features for
newapapers in word processing program.
Include in Book: Yes. Engage computer teacher ahead of time to
prepare students.
Write a Letter
Student Reaction: Looked upo~ as another writing assignment.
Receiving replies from Senators and Congressmen was a
highlight.
Teacher Reaction: Excellent activity. Followed research with action.
Having addresses included in instructions was a helpful feature.
Concepts were included as part of chosen topic of letter.
Problems: None, really. Expense of stamps was covered partially
by having students bring their own.
Change: Nothing.
Include in Book: Yes
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Grades
Bird Adaptations
Student Reaction: Fun, interesting. "Hands on" activity better
than reading about it. Learned more, too.
Teacher Reaction: Great activity for illustrating adaptations. Messy,
but worth it. Concept was· an obvious part of lesson. Materials were
fairly easy to find, although we could have used more of each tool.
Lesson fit well into time allotted.
Problems: Need more scoops, tongs, etc. One complete set for each
group would be ideal.
Change: Nothing
Include in Book: Definitely. Great learning experience.
Solar Oven
Student Reaction: Well received activity. Building the ovens and
cooking in them was a unique experience.
Teacher Reaction: Fun example and use of alternative energy.
The instructions were very complete and easy to follow. Materials
were mostly supplied by students, which kept costs to almost
nothing. The lesson took some time, but that was spread over
several days to give students time to work in it.
Problems: Needed to make several copies of directions so several
students could have them at the same time. Less advanced math
students needed help measuring and following the directions.
Ovens carelessly constructed did not work well (a good lesson in itself).
Change: Nothing
Include in Book: Yes
Wood You Miss It?
Student Reaction: Worksheet was rather simple, but follow up
discussion was interesting.
Teacher Reaction: Quick, easy to teach lesson some of the hidden
uses of wood. Good teacher notes and background information.

-48The concept fit into the unit well, and the lesson took about half an
hour.
Problems: None
Changes: Lesson could be extended by having students find more
hidden uses of wood in our lives.
Include in Book: Yes
It Will Grow On You
Not piloted by the end of the year
Mapping the Ocean Floor
Not piloted by the end of the year

Six Forest Regions
Student Reaction: Viewed as another assignment to complete. Used
computer encyclopedia to find information in some cases.
Teacher Reaction: Easy lesson to teach. Complete background
information and answers included. Diversity of forests fit well
into unit on states. Very little time involved because students worked
on lessons independently.
Problems: None
Changes: None
Include in Book: Yes
Homes For Bald Eagles
Not piloted by the end of the ·year
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APPENDIX E

Resource Book Content Guides

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
RESOURCE BOOk
(Sample Table of Contents)

GUIDELINES AND GENERAL INFORMATION

Unit and Lesson Content Guide............................................................. 1
DPI Steps and Objectives...........................................................................4
:M:MSD Process Skills and Concepts....................................................... 5
Map of Frank Allis Grounds ....................................................................6
Bibliography of Resources........................................................................ 7
PLT Activity Correlation Chart............................................................... 10

Grade 2 Environmental Education Topics
Unit

Objective

Concept

Lesson

Page

Water

Knowledge
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Attitudes
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Knowledge
Aware, Att.
Awareness
Knowledge
Knowledge
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Aware, Att.
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Awareness
Knowledge

1, 2, 3
1
1
1, 2, 3
1, 2
1
1
1
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
2
1, 2, 3
1, 2
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1
1, 3

The Water Cycle
When It Rains
Watery Facts
Bug Watch
Earth to Worms
Spend Some Time w / a Worm
Spying on Spiders
What Bugs You?
Everything Is Connected
Animal Observation Record
How Animals Grow
Habitat Is Home
Habitat Book
Species In Trouble
Endangered Animals
They're Bouncing Back
Plan a Poster
Solar Energy
Where Is It Hottest?
Keeping Warm
Plant on It
Plants and Water
Plants Store Food
Seeds and Germination
What Is a Seed?
Germination Gardens
From Seed to Plant

Wt
W4

Insects

Animals

Solar System

Plants

O = Outdoor Activity

Related Subjects

ws

11
15
16
18
I 10
Al
12
A3
AS
A6
A 13
A 14
A 17
A 18
Sl
S3
S4
Pl
P2
PS
P7
P9
P12
P13

Art: Butterfly Wreath

Writing

Art: Container Frog
Writing
Art: Endangered Zoo
Art: These Cards Say ...

I

01
0I

Grade 2 Environmental Education Topics

Trees

Knowledge
Attitudes
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Attitudes
Attitudes
Knowledge
Knowledge
Awareness
Awareness
Awareness
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Awareness
Attitudes
Awareness
Aware, Att.

NWF Insert
Recycling
Awareness
Awareness
Knowledge
Knowledge
Skills
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
DPI Insert
0 = Outdoor Activity

1, 3
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

What are Flowers for?
A Wildflower Hunt -0
Smells of the Rainforest
Microinvestigation - 0
Spyglass Treasure Hunt- 0
Hugging a Tree - 0
Make Friends - 0
Budding Scientists - 0
Twigs and Buds
Trees Have Seen a Lot
Tree Talk
Leaves
Sun Traps/Food Producers
What Happens to a Leaf..?
Leaves Don't All Fall....
Where Do Trees Come From?
The World of a Tree
Who Lives in Your Tree- 0
Can't See the Forest...
Forests are More Than Trees
Scavenger Hunt
Litter Bug Treasure Hunt
Have a Bash with Trash
Steps in Recycling
Recycling Survey
What Does Nature Recycle?
Packaging Scavenger Hunt
Toilet Paper Survey
Recycling Study Guide K-3

P15
P16
P19
P21
Tl
T2
T3
T8
T9
T 10
T 11
T 12
T 14
T 16
T 17
T24
T27
T30
T 32
Rl
R2
R3
R4
RS
R6
R8
R 10

Art: 3-D Picture

Art:Make a Tree Poster

Board: Earthly Ideas
Board: "Tree"mendous
Math: Leaf Shapes
Art: Prints, Pressings
Art: Tie-dyed Leaves
Art: Leaf Language

Art: Wood Chip Garden

Art: Coat of Arms
Board : Helping Hands
Writing: Helping Earth

Math: Graph a Container

I

01
_.
I

Grade 3 Environmental Education Topics
Unit

Objective

Concept(s)

Adaptations

Aw,K
Aw,K
Aw,K
A,K,A
Aw,K
A,K,A
Aw,K
Aw,K
Aw,K
Aw,K
K, At
A,K,A
A, K, A, S
Aw,K
A,K,A
p
A,K,A
A,K,A
A,K,A
A,K,A
Aw,K
Aw,K
A,K,A
A,K,A
A,K,A
A,K,A
A, K, A, S
A,K,A
A,K,A

1, 2, 4
4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1
4
4
1, 3, 4
1, 3, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 4
4
1, 3, 4
.
4
1, 2, 3, 4
t 2, 3,4
1, 2, 3, 4
1,2, 3, 4
4
4
3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 3, 4

Life Cycles

Lesson

Where Are the Animals(O)
Disk Critter Camouflage
Food Chains and Webs
Habitat Lap Sit
· Habitat Card Game
Oh Deer
Bird Nest
The Two-can Mystery
Species in Trouble
Get the Connection
The Rare Scare
Habitat Is Home
_ Habitats Magazine
Wildlife For Sale
Short Takes
How Kids Can Help
Earthworm Wonderland
The Worms' Turn
Worms
How Worms Help
Gummy Worms
Inch By Inch
Worm Experiments
Ant Ranch
Bug Guest House
Forest Terrarium
Looking For Minibeasts(O)
Where Do Minibeasts Live
Metamorphsis

Page

Al
AB
A 10
A 15
A 17
A21
A22
A23
A24
A26
A27
A28
A29
A30
A32
A34
Ll
L3
LS
L7
L9
L10
L 12
L 14
L 16
L 18
L20
L22
L23

Related Topics

Writing

Reading, Writing

Writing

I

U'1

I\)
I

Reading
Reading, Writing
Craft

Math
Math

Grade 3 Environmental Education Topics

Living/Nonliving

Madison

Native Americans

Seasons

Soil

A, K, A, S
K, At
K, At, S
K, At
K, At, S
K, At, S
K, At, S
A, K, A, S
K, At, S
K, At, S
K, At
K, At, S, P
At, S, P
Aw,K
A,K,A
Aw, K, S
Aw, K, S
Aw, K, S
Aw,K, S
A,K,A
K, At
K, At
K, At, S, P
K, At
K, At, S
K, At
K, At
K, At
K, At, S
A,K,A

1, 2, 4
1, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
4
1, 4
4
4
1, 4
4
4
1, 4
4
4
4
4
1, 3, 4
4
1, 4
1, 3, 4
4
1, 3, 4
4
1, 4
4
1, 2, 3, 4
4

.

.

Water Minibeasts
Helpful or Harmful
Scavenger Hunt(O)
Forest Community (O)
Rotting Logs (0)
Lying on Your Stomach(O)
Succession (O)
What Rots
Picnic R&R
Job Descriptions (O)
Sound Maps(O)
The Trash Trail
Ecology Inventory
The Foolish Daughter
The Great Fish
Basic Baskets
Natural Dyes
Cornhusks
Pebble Jewelry
The Environment
Winter
Plants in Winter
Winter Nature Hunt(O)
Spring
Hours of Sunshine
Summer
What Is Soil
Autumn
Changing With the Seasons
Let's Rock It

L25
L27
LN1
LN3
LN7
LN9
LN10
LN12
M2
M3
M4
MS
M6
N1
N2
N6
N9
N 11
N 13
N 15
Se 1
Se 3
Se 4
Se 8
Se 9
Se 10
Se 13
Se 14
Se 16
So 1

Writing

Math
Reading

Math

I

0,
u)
I

Grade 3 Environmental Education Topics
A,K,A
K, At, S
K, At, S
K, At, S

4
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4

K, At, S
K, At, S
Aw,K
Aw,K
Aw,K
Aw,K
A,K,A

1, 2, 3, 4
1, 4
1, 4
1, 4
1, 4
1, 4
1, 4

K, At, S, P

1, 4

Teacher Info
Weather

Teacher Info
DNRPoster
Teacher Info

Sand Card
Soil Types
Desert in a Dish
Soil Profile
Construction Erosion
Blacktop Ecology
Catch a Raindrop
Where is the Ozone Layer
Heat Trappers
Corrosion Concerns
Acid Rain
Acid Rain Game
Acid Rain in WI
Where's the Air
Clean Air in WI

So 2
So 3
So 4
So 5
So 6
So 12
Wl
W3
W4

ws
W6
W8
Pocket
Pocket
Pocket

I

01

~

,
Grade 4 EnvironmentalEducation Topics
Unit

Bottle Biology

Objective

Knowledge
Att, Know
Att, Know
Att, Know
Att, Know
Camping - Plants Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Att, Know
Att,Know
Aw, Att, Know
Tracks
Aw, Att, Know
Community & Habi Knowledge,Att
Booklet
Knowledge
Electricity
Knowledge
Environment
A,K,A
People
A,K,A
A,K,A
A,K,A
K,At, S, P
Action
K,At, S, P

Concept

Lesson

Page

1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2, 5, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 6
2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4
1, 2, 4, 6

TerrAqua Column
Compost Columns
EcoColumns
Grow Buckets
Insect Habitats
Parts of a Plant
How Leaves Make Food
Who Am I?
Flowers
Life of a Flower
Life of a Seed
Watch Out For These ...
Interview With a Tree
Plants on Parade
Tracks Revisited
Footprints
Where's My Home?
Classroom Habitats
Saving Energy
To Melt or Not

B3
B4
B6
B7
B 10
Pl
P2
P3
PS
P6
P7
P9
Pll
P13
Tl
T4
Cl

4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6

El 1
El4

4, 6
Margaret Mee
El
4, 6
E2
Marjory S. Douglas
4, 6
Gaylord Nelson
E3
4, 6
Rachel Carson
E4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Environmental Banners ES
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Environmental collage
E6

Related subjects

I

0,

</1

Craft: Plant Press

Grade 4 Environmental Education Topics

Extended Projects

Insert
Rainforest

Water Cycle

K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
K,At, S, P
Aware, Know
K, S, P
K, S, P
K, S, P
A,K.A
A,K.A
A,K.A
Aw,K
Aw,K
A,K,A
A,K,A
A, K, A, S
A,K,A

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Env. Issue Poster
E7
4, 5, 6
Join the Paper Patrol
E7
4, 5, 6
How Little Is There?
E9
4, 5, 6
Recycled Paper
E 10
4, 5, 6
Make Your Own Paper
E 11
4, 5, 6
Test the Air
E 13
4, 5, 6
Design a Device
E 14
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 It Takes Two
E 15
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Publish a Newsletter
E 16
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Write a Letter
E 18
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 How to Request Info
E20
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Energy Resources
E21
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Environmental ResourceE E22
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Wildlife Resources
E25
2, 3, 6
Diary of a Tree
E26
4, 6
What Will Rot?
E28
4, 6
E29
Decomposition Report
4, 6
How to Compost
E30
Recycle Study Guide- DNR
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Thematic Unit
Rl
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 NWF Unit
R 10
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Scholastic Unit
R34
5
Universal Solvent
Wl
5
Surface Tension
W3
4, 5, 6
Waste Not, Want Not
W7
4, 5, 6
How Much... Do We Use? W9
4, 5, 6
Chart a Flush
W 10
4, 5, 6
Phosphate Problems
Wll

Writing
Writing
I

01

cp

Craft: Bird Feeder
Writing

Art, Sci, SS, Wri
Math,Sci,SS, Th Skill
SS, Writing

Math
Math

Grade 4 Environmental Education Topics
A, K, A, S
A,K,A
Att,Know
A, K, A, S
Att,Know
Att, Know
A, K, A, S
Att, Know
A,K,A
A,K,A

4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
1, 2, 4, 5
1, 2, 4, 5, 6,
1, 2, 4, 5, 6,
4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
1, 2, 4, 5, 6,

Acid Rain Experiment
W
Water cycle
W
Water Everywhere
W
How Much... Do I Use?
W
One Pond, Many Animals W
Is It Pollution
W
Cleaning Up Oil Spils
W
A Wet Tale
W
Treatment of Water
W
What Is a Watershed
W

14
15
18
20
22
24
26
28
29
31

Math

I

0,

""
I

Grade 5 Environmental Education Topics
Note: Booklets are included in Resource Book.
Folders are separate, but kept with resource book
Unit
Concept(s)
Objective
Lesson
Alternative Energy A,K,A
4, 5, 6
Energy Game
A, K, A, S
4, 5, 6
"Full of Energy" Fair
K, At
4, 5, 6
Going Up
K, At, S
4, 5, 6
Student Energy Policy
K, At, S
4, 5, 6
State Energy Policy Inves
K, At, S, P
4, 5, 6
School Energy
K, At, S, P
4, 5, 6
Ecology Inventory
4, 5, 6
Booklet
Energy Lesson Plan
Aw,K
4, 5, 6
Energy Fun Facts
A,K,A
4, 5, 6
Living on the Sun
Booklet
K
4, 5, 6
About Solar Energy
4, 5, 6
Booklet
K
About Solar Space Heating
K, At, S, P
4, 5, 6
Building Solar Hotplate
K, At, S, P
4, 5, 6
Solar Oven
Energy Award
1,
K, At
.
What Is A Bird?
Birds
K,At
1, 3
Beaks Speak
K,At
1, 3
Beak Adaptations
1, 3
Proper Footwear
K, At
1, 2, 3
No Place Like Home
K, At
1, 2, 3
Unusual Homemakers
K,At
K, At
1, 2, 3
Sizing Up Nests
K, At
1, 2, 3
Bringing Up Baby
K, At, S
1, 2, 3, 4
Migration
K, At, S
1, 2, 3, 4
Fact Collector

Page
El
E2
E4
E7
EB
E9
E 10
E 11
E 17
E 18

ES 1
ES16
ES18
Bl
B3
BS
B7
B9
B 11
B 13
B 15
B 17
B 19

Related Topics

Math
Writing
Writing
Writing

I

01

cp

Geography

Grade 5 Environmental Education Topics

Booklet
Chemistry
The Acid Tests
The Acid Tests
The Acid Tests
The Acid Tests
The Acid Tests
Booklet
Explorers

Human Body
Folder
Lakes - Booklet

K, At, S
K, At, S

1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4

K
K
K, At
K, At
K, At
K,At

K, At, S, P
K, At
K, At
K, At, S
K, At, S
K, At, S

5
5, 6
5, 6
5, 6
5, 6
5, 6
5, 6
5, 6
5
5, 6
4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6

K, At, S, P

6

K
K, At
K,At

4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6

K
K, At
K, At, S
K, At, S, P

4, 5, 6
4, 5, 6
5, 6
4, 5, 6

Folder

Booklet

Bird Watcher
Bird Mystery
Bald Eagle Activities
Chemistry in Egg Cups
Setting the Scale
To Grow or Not to Grow
The Big Chill
Chalk Talk
Back to Basics
Toxics Lesson Plan
Recipes For Non-Toxic Home
Open Spaces
Whose Land Is It?
Land Use 1
Land Use 2
Land Use 3
D.A.R.E.
Water Lesson Plan
What Is Water Pollution
Sources Of Water Pollution
Household Wastes
Water Pollution Pamphlets
Dane County Water Watchers
What If Water Cost...
Build an Underwater Scope
What You Can Do
Caring for our Lakes

B 21
B23
Cl
C2
C3
C4

cs
C6
C7
C18
Ex 1
Ex2
Ex3
ExS
Ex8

I

0,
(0
I

Ll
L8
L9
Ll0
L 11
L 12
L 13
L 14
L 15

Geography
Math

Grade 5 Environmental Education Topics
Booklet
Oceanography

K, At, S
K, At
K
K

Folder
Folder
Folder
Plants

K,
K,
K,
K,

At
At
At, S
At, S, P

K,
K,
K,
K,

At
At
At
At, S

K
K
K
K

K, At
K, At
K
K

5, 6
1, 2, 5
1, 2, 5
1, 2, 5
1, 4, 5
1, 4, 5, 6
1, 4, 5, 6
1, 4, 5, 6

1, 4, 5
1, 2, 5
1, 2, 5
1, 2, 5
1, 3, 5
3, 5
2, 3, 5
1, 5
1, 5
1, 4, 5, 6
1, 4, 5
5

Lake Watch
Mapping the Ocean Floor
Parts of a Fish
Stuffed Paper Fish
Flying Fish Mobile
Earth Is "All" Wet
How Clean Are Our Oceans?
Project Oil Spill
To Sea Or Not To Sea
Oceanography
Marine Biology
Water's Going On
Wood You Miss It?
Six Forest Regions
Find the Forest
Identification Key
That's Tree-mendous
Leaf It At That
Strictly Seasqnal
Thirsty Trees
Tall Timbers
A Tree of Your Own
It Will Grow On You
Barking Up the Right Tree

L62
01
07
09
011
014
015
016
018

Pl
P3
PS
P7
P9
Pll
P13
P15
P17
Pl9
P21
P23

Social Studies
Math
Writing

Social Studies
Social Studies

Math
Writing
Art

